Graham, John

Williams, Thomas

Surveyed Jan. 29, 1845

272.40 acres

Assignee of Jacob LaSanne

Recorded Book 5, p. 224
with grantor's name and county

135

No. 2
Surveyed January 4 1761 for John Tapwell.
Beginning at a full black oak in a line of a former survey of Mr. Tapwell & James Bille. Survey also and running the with the first Line No. 1 W. 1/2 pole to a white oak his corner th with his Line No. 26 E. 227. pole to a white oak his corner Allen's Line 33 W. 30 pole to a white oak his corner S. Corner to Sam. Corner then with J. B. corner Line S 30 W. 56 pole to a line on Hayley Becks in a Savanna th with J. D. Becks, N 22 E 102 pole to a Spain oak marked R. the 1° 60 1/8 pole to a swamp white oak in a swamp and at or near a corner of Wall. Holyfield the with his Line S 3° 30 E 1 1/8 pole to a white oak S 2° 20 S. Small Beech tree near the w.n. corner of J. D. Holyfield the with another of his Line S 2° 33 E 1 1/8 pole to a white oak in a pease on field corner to J. D. Holyfield the N 66 W. 10 pole to a white oak in a line of Wll in. Mathews th with his Line S 87 W. pole to a Red oak corner to this Mathews & a white oak by J. D. Cose on Goos Creek side the north end of said creek with 3° 6 pole the S 3° 10 W. 1 1/2 pole to the first corner marked Janni on J. D. side of Goos Creek the N 22 W. 1 1/2 pole to the place of Beginning & laid off for 272 acres by mo.

Shreve & Cornel. Biddle
Sawman, marker Anthony Hampton
Jacob Latourell's Plan
for 272 Acres

Deed dated 1st August 1765

Wm. John Graham
Patentee

Sir. John Land